when in NY for the pen patents and will have the funds in
hand. That is what we want:
I shall be down in a week or ten days and will bring along
the details of letters
Think we had better take it cool and believe shall get a good
result shortly
I am glad you are growing fat and that the water Telephone
is the cause—
Phono Exhibits run about the same—
If withholding goods will bust me the W.E.M Co are bound
to do it but the game wont win. The pen business promises
fair if supplies can be obtained. I am going to try and fix it
some way so they can be Respy
(signed) Geo H Bliss Gen Mangr
L (letterpress copy), NjWOE, Lbk. 3:361 (TAEM 28:800). Written by
Stockton Griffin. "Enclosure is L (copy), NjWOE, DF (TAEM 16:23),
copied by Griffin.
1. Stockton Griffin wrote at the top of this letter "Original Reed Sept
10. 78 & sent to Puskas same date."
2. Not found.

[Menlo Park,] Sept 10 1878

-1426Notebook Entry:
Electric Lighting

Electric Lighting: Subdivision
Exp. i

Platina spiral heated to incandescence expands a zinc rod
so as to open and control circuit. This works well but gets
hot making one larger1
2

Platina rod heated to incandescence expands and opens its
own circuit. This regulates very rapidly
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3

Steel rod heated expands and regulates its own circuit
4

Platina spiral expands and opens circuit
5 Steel spiral in Pplace of Platina gives very good light and
shall do a great deal of experimenting with it in place of platinum on account of cost2
X, NjWOE, Batchelor, Cat. 1317:69 (TAEM 90:691). Written by
Charles Batchelor.
1. Edison's drawing of a spiral regulator similar to this one is found
in Vol. 17:10, Lab. (TAEM 4:490).
2. Edison had discussed the high price of platinum and its use in
telegraph instruments in an 1875 Operator article (Doc. 489). Among
the laboratory scrapbooks is one labeled "Platinum Group" that contains material about platinum and related metals (Cat. 1134, Scraps.
[TAEM 27:678]).

-1427Draft Caveat:
Electric Lighting

[Menlo Park, September 10, iSyS?]1
Caveat for Electric Light spirals i
The object of this invention is to produce light for illuminating purposes by metals heated to incandecence by the passage of an electric current through them, a great number of
pieces of such metals forming part of an electric circuit and
distributed at various parts of the same
The invention consists in devices whereby the heat arising
from the passage of such current is utilized to regulate the
temperature of the incandecent metal which serves to give the
light so that it is never allowed to reach its melting point, now
matter how strong a current attempts to pass through.
Heretofore strips, spiral wires of Platinum, Iridium and
other metals have been included in the electric circuit and the
passage of the current through them has brought them to a
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